, proprietor of this journal) has access to new capabilities via the embedded software to simulate neutron TOF patterns (those obtained at spallation sources). Pattern calculation capabilities for constant wavelength neutron sources were implemented a couple years ago. In addition, with the new TOF pattern calculating capabilities coupled with the nearly 300 000 atomic structures in the PDF4+, one can now generate a Search/Match database for a particular neutron instrument so that if new phases arise during an in situ experiments or unexpected extra peaks are observed from a sample, a PDF4+™ Search/Match can be employed to characterize the new phase or the unexpected peaks. Similarly, a quantitative phase analysis is also possible. This paper also demonstrates that the simulation of the neutron background from a sample can be computed. This can be particularly valuable to scientists considering the use of neutrons in that background levels, which can be quite high if hydrogen is present, can be productively reduced by replacement with deuterium. Knowing the background to be expected can play a major role in estimating measurement time or even success of a proposed neutron diffraction experiment.
The journal Powder Diffraction looks forward to receiving an increasing number of papers based on the use of neutron powder diffraction methods for materials characterization, structure analysis, and in situ studies.
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